New for 2018!

- Early career workshops on career strategies, funding opportunities, communicating science, and more
- On-site child care is available for delegates’ children during the conference
- Conference social events at the Harvard Mineralogical & Geological Museum and Fenway Park
- Special session devoted to communicating science through education and outreach
Programme topics:

Early Earth
50 years of plate tectonics
Mountain building from depth to surface
Dynamics of core and mantle on Earth and other planetary bodies
Sedimentary systems
Neotectonics, earthquakes, impacts and natural hazards
Mineralogy, material science of the Earth
Climate change, climate dynamics and paleoclimate
Earth materials, resources, and waste management
Fossil ecosystems
Fossilization and the quality of the fossil record
Applied and industrial micropalaeontology
Applied geophysics
3D applications in the geosciences
Outreach, education, and the societal relevance of geosciences
Fluid-rock interactions
Open session

Pay early - it’s cheaper!
Deadline: 5 July 2018